Dear Crimson Racing Community,

We hope that you are doing well and that you and your family are staying safe during this difficult time. We would like to update you on what we have been working on these past few months.

In May, we had the opportunity to hold our first design review. We invited alumni, professors, and FSAE judges to critique our designs. We are so thankful for their immediate feedback and hope this pushes the team to be number one in the United States.

This year, Formula SAE Michigan was a virtual competition. Because of these circumstances, all dynamic events were canceled. However, we did compete in static events along with the other participating teams. This year’s virtual competition will help us in the process of designing CR21 and we hope that competition will include both dynamic and static events next year.

Due to COVID-19, we have stopped the manufacturing of CR20. Lead engineers have begun the design process for CR21 through virtual meetings. We will continue designing CR21 until we return in the fall. When we return to campus in the fall, we will continue our previous work on CR20. Once we finish manufacturing and test driving CR20, we will begin the manufacturing process of CR21.

We would like to thank you, our sponsors, parents, and alumni, for your support and as we continue on our journey. We look forward to our future as a team.